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Brahman is the Two-Fold Cause for Creation 
Swami Dayananda Saraswati1 

BhagavadgÌtË Home Study: Chapter 7, Verses 4-5 

Lord KÎÛÙa Reveals Himself As The Two-Fold Cause Of Creation 

There are two prakÎtis. The word prakÎti means that which has the 
essential capacity to create. PrakÎti is also called kËraÙa, the cause. KÎÛÙa 
says, “I have two prakÎtis, one is svarÍpa-prakÎti, and the other is 
svabhËva-prakÎti. 

SvarÍpa-PrakÎti 

One prakÎti is the cause for everything; the truth of everything, without 
which nothing is possible. This is called svarÍpa or para-prakÎti. SvarÍpa, 
as I have told you, is that which makes something what it is. For example, 
ice is cold and that coldness is its svarÍpa. You cannot remove it and still 
have ice. And here similarly, ËtmË cannot give up its nature, consciousness. 
Consciousness is the svarÍpa of ËtmË; it is not a quality, an attribute of 
ËtmË.  There is no other person there for whom consciousness is an attribute. 
In fact that ‘I’ itself is in the form of a conscious being alone. Therefore, 
consciousness is the svarÍpa of the ËtmË. It is not an attribute of  ËtmË. 

And if consciousness is the svarÍpa of ËtmË, there are a few other facts 
we recognise about consciousness. It is satya; it is ananta, etc. From the 
various standpoints of our knowledge about the world, we say this 
consciousness is satya. That means everything else is not satya; this 
consciousness alone is satya. It is not that we are refusing to accept another 
satya. There is only one satya; this is  ËtmË.  Generally, we think that what 
exists is satya. Here, we take that existence itself to consciousness. And 
because it is satya it is ananta, without limit. SatyaÑ jÕËnam anantaÑ 
brahma is ËtmË. This is the prakÎti of everything. Here you must understand 
prakÎti as the cause of everything, sarvasya kËraÙam. Therefore, it is called 
the svarÍpa-prakÎti. 

SvabhËva-PrakÎti 

Then there is another prakÎti which we call svabhËva-prakÎti or 
apara-prakÎti consisting of the five elements, both subtle and gross. It is 
                                                           
1 Published in the 14th Anniversary Souvenir of the Arsha Vidya Gurukulam, 2000. 
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divided into cause, kËraÙa, and effect, kËrya. Because the effect, kËrya is 
not separate from the cause, the kËrya is also called prakÎti. Therefore we 
have the expression kËrya-prakÎti. A physical body consisting of the five 
elements is also kËrya-prakÎti as are the sense organs, the mind, and prËÙas. 
In other words, anything created, anything put together is a kËrya-prakÎti. 
KËrya here is anything that is produced, anything put together. If we look at 
this prakÎti, this is also called mËyË, avyakta, or mÍla- prakÎti. This prakÎti 
is the upËdhi from which the whole creation has come. And the upËdhi is for 
paramËtmË. Therefore, sat-cit-Ënanda-ËtmË becomes the cause for this 
entire world and the mËyË is the svabhËva, cause. 

Now where does this mËyË have its being? Is it in the product or in 
Brahman? It is in Brahman. It cannot be elsewhere because the product itself 
is mithyË.  So this mËyË has its being in Brahman — brahma-ËÚrayË hi 
mËyË. Brahman is satyaÑ jÕËnam anantam which is ËtmË. That Brahman is 
the ËÚrayË for mËyË and its products. 

In this chapter, Lord KÎÛÙa first talks about kËrya or apara-prakÎti. 
Then he says there is another prakÎti, para-prakÎti that is the real cause, 
without which there cannot be any creation. The real cause means that which 
supplies the existence, and without which there is no creation possible. He 
says, ‘The truth of the whole creation, the real cause, is my svarÍpa. And 
you are that svarÍpa. That is the real prakÎti and therefore what you have to 
know is that real prakÎti which is ½Úvara in reality. You have to know these 
two types of prakÎtis, and know that the svarÍpa or para-prakÎti without 
which there is no creation at all, is yourself. I am you. In fact, I am the cause 
of everything and I am you.’ This means you are the cause of everything as 
satyaÑ jÕËnam anantam brahma. 

Then next question you'll ask, will be, ‘How can I be the cause? How 
can I be ½Úvara?’ And I will say that if you say you are not, you are not. If 
you say you are a jÌva, you'll continue to be jÌva. You'll never become 
½Úvara. An individual is an individual; he is not going to become ½Úvara. 

And if you say, ‘I am ½Úvara,’ then the problem is, where is this ‘I’ 
placed? That has to be understood. Therefore, in the verses that follow, 
KÎÛÙa unfolds the two types of prakÎti to prove that ½Úvara is everything 
and his svarÍpa is you. 
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ÍâßÎÐÞÊëÝÈÒë ÕÞÏá£ ¶Ú ÎÈë ÌáßfÐçÕ º ” 
¥ÙbÞÐ §ÄàÏ¢ Îç ßÍKÈÞ ÊŒµîßÄÐ\¿ÇÞ ”” š”” 

 
bhÍmirËpo'nalo vËyuÒ khaÑ mano buddhireva ca 
ahaÔkËra itÌyaÑ me bhinnË prakÎtiraÛÖadhË   Verse 4 

ÍâßÎ£ bhÍmiÒ — earth; ¥Ê£ ËpaÒ — water; ¥ÈÒ£ analaÒ — fire;   ÕÞÏá£ 
vËyuÒ— air, ¶Î� kham — space; ÎÈ£ manaÒ — mind; Ìáßf£ buddhiÒ — 
intellect; ¥ÙbÞÐ£  ¯Õ º ahaÔkËraÒ eva ca — and indeed the doership, the 
‘I’-sense; §ßÄ iti —  thus; §Ï¢ Îç ÊŒµîßÄ£ iyam me prakÎtiÒ — this my prakÎti 

(the entire world); ¥\¿ÇÞ aÛÖadhË — in an eight fold way; ßÍKÈÞ bhinnË — 
is divided 

Earth, water, fire, air, space, mind, intellect and indeed the 
sense of doership — thus this prakÎti of mine is divided in an 
eight-fold way.  

The two-fold prakÎti, mentioned in the introduction to this chapter is 
the cause of this entire world. In this chapter they are called parË and aparË 
prakÎtis. Para- prakÎti is the ultimate cause without which there is no effect 
possible. Then the immediate cause is called apara-prakÎti, in other words, 
mËyË and all that is immediately born of mËyË. Because subtle elements are 
the causes for the gross elements which come later, they are mentioned first 
here as apara-prakÎti. 

Iyam, this entire world, is my prakÎti, me prakÎti, divided in an 
eight-fold way, aÛÖadhË bhinnË.  AÛÖa is eight; aÛÖadhË is eight-fold. Here 
he tells us what are the eight-fold subtle constituents beginning with the 
earth, bhÍmi, as a tanmËtra, a subtle element.  TanmËtra means tat mËtra, 
that alone is there. In grossification, each element combines with the other 
four elements. But in the subtle form, such a combination has not taken 
place so they are called tanmËtras. Each element has its own guÙa which we 
experience sensorily. For instance the earth has its own guÙa, smell, and so 
the smell tanmËtra is what is referred to here as bhÍmi. Similarly, the taste, 
rasa-tanmËtra is water, ËpaÒ; form tanmËtra is fire, agni; touch tanmËtra is 
air, vËyu, sound tanmËtra is space, kham. 
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PrakriyË— A Teaching Model 

Using a particular model like this to teach the nature of the creation is 
using a sÎÛÖi-prakriyË. A prakriyË is a particular discussion which is useful 
for understanding the vision. The intention of using any prakriyË is only to 
point out that there is nothing other than paraÑ brahma. So the intention of 
a prakriyË dealing with creation, sÎÛÖi, is not to reveal the creation but to 
establish that there is nothing other than Brahman. 

Like the sÎÛÖi-prakriyË, there are other prakriyËs such as 
avasthË-traya-prakriyË, an analysis of the three states of experience; 
paÕca-koÛa-prakriyË, an analysis of the five levels of one's experience of 
oneself; and dÎk-dÎÚya-prakriyË, subject-object analysis to distinguish ËtmË 
from anËtmË and later prove that anËtmË is not separate from ËtmË because 
it is mithyË. The five elemental model of this universe is a part of the 
creation or cause-effect prakriyË sÎÛÖi-prakriyË or kËraÙa-kËrya-prakriyË. 
We find this sÎÛÖi-prakriyË in many UpaniÛads. 

SÎÛÖi-PrakriyË — Analysis Of Creation In ChËndogyopaniÛad 

In the sixth chapter of ChËndogyopaniÛad, the sage UddËlaka tells his 
son, Évetaketu, that before the creation of this world there was only one 
thing. It was sat, existence, advitÌya, non-dual, and there was nothing except 
that. AdvitÌya because there was no other sat-vastu like itself nor was there 
any vastu unlike itself and in itself there were no parts. It was one non-dual. 
Since there was no difference within itself nor was there any differentiating 
factor, it is a part-less whole. 

Mentioning this sat-vastu in his opening statement, UddËlaka talks 
about the creation of the elemental world from this sat-vastu. He mentions 
only three elements, the elements which have form, paÕca-bhÍtas — agni – 
fire, ËpaÒ – water, and pÎthivÌ – earth. The two form-free elements, ËkËÚa 
and vËyu, are not mentioned. The purpose was only to show that having 
come from sat-vastu, they don't have a being of their own apart from the sat-
vastu. In fact, the creation is non-separate from its cause like the pot is 
non-separate from the clay. 

Finally he says, ‘Oh! Évetaketu, that sat-vastu is ËtmË.’ Everything else 
is created. The body is created; the mind is created; the senses are created. 
But what is not created is ËtmË. And that is sat-vastu which was even before 
creation. Even now it is sat-vastu, uncreated ËtmË. And therefore, tat tvam 
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asi — ‘you are that.’ From nine standpoints he points out that the vastu is 
always the same. Before and after the creation it is the same; that Ëtma-vastu 
did not undergo any change. Now, even though it is upËdËna-kËraÙa, 
material cause, it is upËdËna-kËraÙa in terms of mËyË. Without undergoing 
any change itself, the sat-vastu manifests in the form of this world with the 
Úakti of mËyË. And the creation, being purely nËma-rÍpa, is mithyË. The 
truth of the creation, the sat-vastu is you, ËtmË. So to create this vision that 
you are the sat-vastu and the world is non-separate from the sat-vastu, we 
have a sÎÛÖi-prakriyË.  

AvasthËtraya-PrakriyË— Analysis Of The Three States Of 
Experience In MËÙ×ÍkyopaniÛad 

Similarly, we find the avasthË-traya-prakriyË in MËÙ×ÍkyopaniÛad. 
The first verse says all that is, all that was, and all that will be is but 
oÑ-kËra. Each individual letter of om was made to stand for something. 
O-kËra represents waking, the waker and the waking world, u-kËra, the 
dreamer and the dream world, ma-kËra the sleeper and the sleep experience. 
All three of them are shown to be non-separate from the same ËtmË. which 
itself is neither the waker consciousness, nor is it dreamer consciousness, or 
sleeper consciousness. And it is not the consciousness in between waking 
and dream consciousness nor is it all consciousness, or unconsciousness. 
Naturally what remains after negating all this is consciousness as such. All 
other things qualify that consciousness. And this is the nature of yourself; 
that is called caturtha. It is neither waker, dreamer, nor sleeper. Therefore, 
caturthaÑ manyante sa ËtmË sa vijÕeyaÒ2 — what is looked upon as 
caturtha, the fourth, that is the real ËtmË. It is all three and is itself 
independent of all three. It doesn't undergo any change and is the ËtmË in all 
three states. That has got to be known. This is the avasthË-traya-prakriyË 
which is discussed in the MËÙ×ÍkyopaniÛad, and in other UpaniÛads as 
well. 

PaÕcakoÛa-PrakriyË- Analysis Of The Five Levels Of 
Experience Of Oneself In TaittirÌyopaniÛad  

In the TaittirÌyopaniÛad there is a paÕacakoÛa-prakriyË. It begins with 
the physical body, anna-rasa-maya, which is like a cover, koÛa, because 
everyone mistakes it for ËtmË. It is born out of the essence of the food that is 
                                                           
2 MËÙ×ÍkyopaniÛad, 7 
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eaten, anna-rasa. The assimilated form of food is anna-rasa-maya. The 
affix mayat means modification, vikËra, so anna-rasa-maya is a 
modification of the essence of food. We generally conclude that the body is 
ËtmË.Therefore, Úruti points out that there is another ËtmË which is more 
interior, subtler. This is prËÙa.  The Úruti then describes the physiological 
function, prËÙa-maya. If you think this is ËtmË, Úruti leads you further to 
another ËtmË, mano-maya and from mano-maya to vijÕËna-maya, the doer, 
then from vijÕËna-maya to Ënandamaya. 

Sukha, happiness is also experienced in different degrees because of 
shades of difference in vÎttis. So within that Ënandamaya, priya is the first 
stage of happiness. Something that is pleasing or desirable to you is sighted, 
that is priya. Then what is desired is possessed by you; this is moda. The 
third stage in which it is experienced by you is called pramoda. These are 
degrees of Ënanda, all of which are particular modes of thought, 
vÎtti-viÚeÛas. But in all three, priya, moda, and pramoda, what is present is 
Ënanda. And that Ënanda is myself. That is Brahman. 

TanmËtra PrakriyË— A Type Of SÎÛÖi-PrakriyË 

Here, KÎÛÙa uses the tanmËtra-prakriyË. TanmËtra, as we have seen, 
means the five subtle elements. These five subtle elements undergo a 
process of grossification whereby each element shares half of itself with the 
other four. Therefore, each gross element is five-fold and has one eighth of 
each of the other elements. For example, sthÍla-ËkËÚa is one half sÍkÛma 
ËkËÚa, one eighth sÍkÛma-vËyu, one eighth sÍkÛma-agni, one eighth 
sÍkÛma-ËpaÒ and one eighth sÍkÛma-pÎthivÌ. Thus every gross element is 
five-fold and because it is formed of these fivefold elements; the world itself 
is called prapaÕca, five-fold, in Sanskrit. This prapaÕca was originally 
tanmËtra. Only that alone, tat-mËtra, was there. In other words, in ËkËÚa, 
ËkËÚa alone was there; in vËyu, vËyu alone; in agni, agni alone; in ËpaÒ, 
ËpaÒ alone; in pÎthivÌ, pÎthivÌ alone. In the sÍkÛma form they don't have 
these five fold combinations so they are called tanmËtras. 

These tanmËtras, ËkËÚa, vËyu, agni, Ëpa, pÎthivÌ, have been listed in 
the reverse order in this verse. If they are listed as space, air, fire, water, 
earth, it is the order of creation, sÎÛÖi-krama. But because Arjuna is now 
looking at the already created, the sÎÛÖi that is there, the elements are listed 
beginning with bhÍmi. These five elements have many synonyms. Here 
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pÎthivÌ, the earth, is called bhÍmi, agni, the fire, is called anala3 and ËkËÚa 
is called kham. All five of these elements are to be understood here as 
subtle, i.e., sÍkÛma because they are mentioned as the cause here. 

Then manas, buddhi, ahaÔkËra are also added to these elements. Since 
they are all products, they have to be looked at from the causal level. The 
five subtle elements with these three are the eight-fold cause for this entire 
jagat. 

The cause of the mind is ahaÔkËra. So manas stands for ahaÔkËra; 
buddhi is mahat-tattva and ahaÔkËra in the verse stands for the unmanifest, 
avyakta. KÎÛÙa wants to point out all the causes and he arranges them in the 
order that is generally discussed elsewhere. AhaÔkËra is mentioned last 
because avyakta, the unmanifest is the primary cause with reference to the 
creation.  

It is upËdËna-kËraÙa, the material cause for the creation. While 
Brahman does not undergo any change, the upËdËna-kËraÙa undergoes all 
the change and is therefore looked at as pariÙËmÌ, that which undergoes 
modification. 

Then there is a new problem. If you say Brahman is the cause, then 
Brahman must undergo some change in order to become the creation. Yes. 
As pariÙËmÌ-kËraÙa it does and that change takes place only in the 
mËyË-upËdhi. Only from the standpoint of mËyË is it pariÙËmÌ-kËraÙa; 
from the standpoint of itself it is vivarta-upËdËna-kËraÙa. It doesn't undergo 
any change. The material cause itself is analysed as a cause that undergoes 
change and as that which doesn't undergo any change. SatyaÑ jÕËnam 
anantaÑ brahma  cannot undergo change. The avyakta, the mËyË alone 
undergoes changes. 

Lord KÎÛÙa says that this mËyË-Úakti itself has become this eight-fold 
cause for the entire creation. So in an eightfold way this mËyË-Úakti, which 
is non-separate from me, is the cause for everything. MËyË is not a parallel 
reality; it is the Lord's own Úakti. And in an eight fold way, it becomes the 
prakÎti for the creation. This is called apara-prakÎti. The other prakÎti, 
para-prakÎti, is the svarÍpa, the svarÍpa of ËtmË. 
 

¥ÊÐçÏßÎÄUHÕKÏÞÚ ÊŒµîßÄ„ ßÕßf Îç ÊÐÞÎ� ”  

                                                           
3 alaÑ na vidyate yasya — the one for whom there is not enough (in terms of fuel) 
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¼àÕÍâÄÞÚ ÎÙÞÌÞÙë ÏÏçÆ¢ ÇÞÏ‹Äç ¼·Ä � ”” ›”” 
 
apareyamitastvanyËÑ prakÎtiÒ viddhi me parËm 
jÌvabhÍtËÑ mahËbËho yayedaÑ dhËryate jagat   Verse 5 

 ÎÙÞÌÞÙë mahËbËho — Oh! Mighty armed (Arjuna);  §ÏÎ� ¥ÊÏÞ iyam 
aparË — this (prakÎti) (is) lower; Ä� tu —  whereas;  §Ä£ ¥KÏÞÎ� itaÒ anyËm 
— the  one that is other than this; Îç ÊÐÞ¢ ÊŒµîßÄÎ� me parËm prakÎtim— my 
higher prakÎti (my very nature); ¼àÕÍâÄÞÎ� jÌva-bhÍtËm — that which is the 
essential nature of the individual; ßÕßf viddhi — please understand; ÏÏÞ 
yayË — by which; §Æ¢ ¼·Ä�  idam jagat — this world; ÇÞÏ‹Äç dhËryate — is 
sustained 

Oh! Mighty armed, (Arjuna), this is (my) lower (prakÎti). 
Whereas, please understand the one other than this, my higher 
prakÎti (my very nature), which is the essential nature of the 
individual, by which this world is sustained. 

What Has Been Described So Far Is AparË (SvabhËva)-PrakÎti 

lyam, this apara-prakÎti is the prakÎti which is the cause for everything 
created. This should not be taken as myself. It is apara-prakÎti, a lower 
prakÎti. Therefore, ÉaÔkara says, it is indeed, anarthaka, something that 
brings about the undesirable. This is the prakÎti that creates all the problems. 
It is the one that causes you duÒkha by giving you a jÌva-ÚarÌra, etc. Out of 
this prakÎti, your body, mind, and senses are produced. And because of this 
alone, you have all the duÒkha associated with them in the form of all their 
limitations. All these are caused by this apara-prakÎti. Its very form is the 
bondage of saÑsËra. For this reason it is the lower prakÎti. 

My Real Nature — Para-PrakÎti 

Then what is the higher prakÎti? Tu, whereas, itaÒ anyËm – other than 
this, me parËÑ prakÎtiÑ viddhi – please understand my higher prakÎti. 
Other than this, please understand the svarÍpa of myself, my very nature as 
the parË prakÎti. This parË-prakÎti, ÉaÔkara says, is viÚuddha, pure, not 
touched by anything. ParË means utkÎÛÖË the most exalted prakÎti. With 
reference to the other one, it is utkÎÛÖË, because if you know this prakÎti, you 
are liberated. The other prakÎti will bind you.  
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My Real Nature Is You 
Here, KÎÛÙa, speaking as ½Úvara says please understand my real 

nature and that is jÌvabhÍta – in the form of the jÌva. And that is you. In this 
prakÎti, ËtmË always remains the same. That ËtmË, sat-cit-ËtmË is the 
kÛetrajÕa, the one who knows the entire kÛetra. The kÛetra is the mind, 
intellect, doership, memory, body, senses, sensory world, etc. The ËtmË that 
illumines all of them is called kÛetrajÕa. That is the real meaning of the 
word jÌva, the one who is in every kÛetra. Later KÎÛÙa is going to say that in 
every body, mind, sense complex, sarva-kÛetreÛu, the one who remains 
there is ËtmË, kÛetrajÕa.4  

                                                           
4 Bhagavad GÌtË, 13.2 
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BhagavadgÌtË Home Study: Chapter 7, Verse 65 
In the previous verses, Lord KÎÛÙa unfolded both his apara-prakÎti, 

consisting of the five elements, etc, and para-prakÎti, which is other than 
this—itaÒ anyËÑ parËÑ prakÎtiÑ viddhi. Although both must be 
understood, KÎÛÙa is going to say that this [para-prakÎti] is the real prakÎti. 
This is my real nature, the cause for everything, and therefore it is called 
prakÎti. It is this prakÎti from which everything has come, which remains 
always the same, which is indeed the jÌva, the ËtmË. Therefore, understand 
that prakÎti to be parË, utkÎÛÖË. The other one is apara-prakÎti, the five 
elements, etc. Having set this up, he's now going to reveal that there is 
nothing other than this para- prakÎti. 

¯ÄÆ �ÏëÉàßÉ ÍâÄÞßÉ ØÕôÞÉàHÏáÊÇÞÑÏ 
¥ÙÚ µãHUÈUÏ ¼·Ä£ Ê}ÍÕ£ Ê}ÒÏUÄÅÞ 
 
etadyonÌni bhÍtËni sarvËÙÌtyupadhËraya  
ahaÑ kÎtsnasya jagataÒ prabhavaÒ pralayastathË Verse 6 

ØÕôÞßÉ ÍâÄÞßÉ sarvËÙi bhÍtËni — all beings and elements; ¯ÄÆ�ÏëÉàßÉ etad 
yonÌni— are those that have these (the two prakÎtis) as their causes; §ßÄ 
©ÊÇÞÑÏ iti upadhËraya — thus please understand; ¥ÙÚ aham — I ; µãHUÈUÏ 
¼·Ä£ kÎtsnasya jagataÒ — of this entire world; Ê}ÍÕ£ prabhavaÒ — am the 
cause; ÄÅÞ tathË — so too; Ê}ÒÏ£pralayaÒ — (I am) the source into which 
everything resolves  

Please understand that all beings and elements have their cause 
in this two-fold prakÎti (Therefore,) I am the one from whom 
this entire world comes; so too, I am the one into whom 
everything resolves. 

EVERYTHING HAS ITS BEING IN THIS TWO-FOLD PRAK¿TI 
Etad means this two-fold prakÎti. It includes all beings beginning from 

BrahmËji right down to a worm. In other words, all living beings, from A to 
Z, and all non-living things also, from the space to the earth. All of them are 
included. Nothing is left out. Everything known and unknown, everything 
that may be there in the cosmos, and whatever is there sustaining it, all the 
forces, all the laws, all the phenomena, then varieties of lower lokas like 
atala, etc., and all the beings therein, and all the higher lokas with their 
celestials — yakÛas, gandharvas, etc., devas — Indra, right up to BrahmËji. 
With that everything is covered — all fourteen lokas, seven up and seven 
below. All this together is called one brahmËÙ×a. That brahmËÙ×a and 
everything that is there in it is sarvËÙi bhÍtËni. Etad, this is the two-fold 
                                                           
5 Published in the 13th Anniversary Souvenir of the Arsha Vidya Gurukulam, 1999. 
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prakÎti. One is ËtmË, sat-cit-Ënanda-ËtmË, kÛetrajÕa-svarÍpa-ËtmË, the 
para-prakÎti of. The other is the mËyË-upËdhi and because of that all the 
elements, etc., is the apara- prakÎti. KÎÛÙa says, please understand this—
upadhËraya. 

So, etad yonÌni means those that have these (the two prakÎtis) as their 
causes. Yoni means cause. These two prakÎtis are the cause for everything in 
this jagat.  Therefore, all the things in this jagat are called etad yonÌni.6 The 
apara-prakÎti is everything that there is and para-prakÎti is the real cause, 
satyaÑ jÕËnam anantaÑ brahma. That alone is the cause for everything. 
Please understand that prakÎti. It is jÌvabhÍta, in the form of jÌva, ËtmË, 
pratyagËtmË. That is the real svarÍpa, the real cause for everything. All the 
bhÍtËni, space, air, mind and so on, have their being only in this, in 
paramËtmË. All beings have their basis only in the sat-cit-ËtmË. Therefore, 
etad yonÌni sarvËÙi bhÍtËni iti upadhËraya — please ascertain, come to 
understand that all the things in this jagat are those that have these two 
prakÎtis as their cause.  

I AM THE CAUSE FOR THE PROJECTION AND RESOLUTION 
OF CREATION 

The Lord says, ‘ahaÑ kÎtsnasya jagataÒ prabhavaÒ — I am the cause 
for the projection of this entire world.’ Which ‘I’? This ‘I’ — the one who 
has the two-fold prakÎti. The one that is in the form of this entire jagat – 
apara-prakÎti and the other one which is the real ‘I’ – satyaÑ jÕËnam 
anantaÑ brahma, the para-prakÎti And therefore, I am indeed the cause for 
the entire creation. Not only that. I am also the one into which this entire 
creation resolves — pralayastathË. TathË – so too, kÎtsnasya jagataÒ 
pralayaÒ – I am the source into which everything resolves. I am the one 
from whom everything comes. I am the one into whom everything goes 
back. Therefore, there is nothing other than myself. When the creation is 
there, it is me because from me it has come. As I told you, this 
apara-prakÎti which is the pariÙËmi-upËdËna-kËraÙa is also nothing but 
me alone. 

BhagavËn has already said that all the five elements, etc., are not other 
than Myself; but as sat-cit-ËtmË, as the kÚetrajÕa, I have undergone no 
change whatsoever to become all this. So now, when he says here, ‘I am the 
one who is the jÌva- kÚetrajÕa, and I am the one from whom the entire world 
has come, and unto whom it returns,’ in effect he is saying, ‘like me, you are 
also the cause of this entire world.’ From the standpoint of paramËtmË, you 
are the one who is para- prakÎti, the cause for everything. 

Then what is ½Úvara? If you look at the jagat as an individual, then 
naturally you have a physical body, mind, and senses. The world is there. 
For all this you require a cause which is what we call mËyË-upËdhi. SatyaÑ 
                                                           
6 ete yonÌ yeÛËm te – etadyonÌni. 
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jÕËnam anantaÑ brahma with mËyË in the form of  this entire world is 
ParameÚvara. 

From the standpoint of para-prakÎti, all that is there is one, without 
which there is no jagat at all. It alone gives sattË. It gives existence to every 
aspect of the creation and sphÍrti, that by which you come to know each and 
every thing. SattË – sat and sphÍrti – cit by which this entire jagat is 
sustained is ËtmË. That is para-prakÎti. 

DEFINITION OF THE CAUSE - THE MAKER AND THE 
MATERIAL 

In the previous verse, KÎÛÙa said, “I am the cause of the entire creation 
and also its point of dissolution.” When the Lord says he is the cause, how 
does he mean this? As a conscious being, the nimitta-kËraÙa, he is the cause 
in a three-fold way — as the creator, the one into whom everything 
dissolves, and the one who sustains everything. 

TaittirÌyopaniÛad also says the cause is the one from whom, yataÒ all 
these beings come, by whom, yena, they are sustained and into whom, yat – 
yasmin, they resolve.7 This is the definition of the cause. The word yataÒ 
represents the fifth case used in the sense of that from which something is 
born. This indicates the upËdËna-kËraÙa, the material cause. Then he says 
yena, by whom they are sustained, then yasmin, unto whom they go back — 
yatprayantyabhisaÑviÚanti.8 Apart from this pronoun, yat, there is no 
mention of any other cause. From this we understand that this kËraÙa, the 
cause is both nimitta-kËraÙa and upËdËna-kËraÙa. 

Earlier in the TaittirÌyopaniÛad, it is said, ‘so'kËmayata—He desired.’ 
This clearly indicates the nimitta-kËraÙa. The one referred to later by the 
pronoun, yat, from which everything has come, upËdËna-kËraÙa, is the 
same one who desired to become many and then created everything, nimitta-
kËraÙa. From this it is clear that according to the Úruti, the cause for this 
world is ParameÚvara — both in the sense of the maker and the material. 

NATURE OF THE CAUSE DEFINED 
When the ÚËstra analyses the cause, it unfolds what we call the 

svarÍpa, the nature of that very cause. For that it has a different definition 
altogether--satyaÑ jÕËnam anantaÑ brahma. You'll find that none of these 
words, even though they are defining words, has a particular quality. In fact, 
these words negate all qualities. Therefore Brahman, the cause, is revealed 
as nirviÚeÛa, free from attributes, by words which negate all the attributes we 

                                                           
7 yato vË imËni bhÍtËni jËyante, yena jËtËni jÌvanti, yatprayantyabhisaÑviÚanti. (TaittirÌyopaniÛad 
3-1) 
8 In this the word yat is equal to yasmin when the compound is resolved. 
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know. Thus, the cause is presented as nirvikalpa, free from any form of 
duality. 

The definition is that it is satya. And it is anantaÑ satyam. Therefore, 
it is not existent, as we usually understand — that is, its existence is not in 
terms of time. Similarly jÕËna is not the knowledge of any given thing. It is 
anantaÑ jÕËnam, unlimited jÕËna, that is limitless consciousness. This 
definition satyaÑ jÕËnam anantaÑ brahma is svarÍpa-lakÛaÙa. 

THE TWO TYPES OF LAKÊAÈAS 

SVAR¾PA-LAKÊAÈA 
There are two types of lakÛaÙa, svarÍpa-lakÛaÙa and taÖastha-lakÛaÙa. 

SvarÍpa-lakÛaÙa reveals the essential nature of something. For example, if 
you describe water as H2O, this is svarÍpa-lakÛaÙa. Water is nothing but 
these atoms so if you describe water as H2O, you are explaining the svarÍpa 
of water. Here, the definition of Brahman satyaÑ jÕËnam anantaÑ brahma, 
reveals the nature of Brahman, the vastu. It negates all attributes and then 
points out by implication that the vastu is the existence of anything that is 
existent and is the content of any form of knowledge.  

TAÆASTHA-LAKÊAÈA 

Then if, for example, you want to indicate a certain house and do so by 
saying it is the house on which the crow is sitting, that is taÖastha-lakÛaÙa. 
The crow is not a part of the house even though it helps you recognise the 
house. The next time you have to identify that house you need not wait for 
the crow to come and sit on it. Once you recognise the house, the crow is not 
a part of the understanding of the house. That is called taÖastha-lakÛaÙa. 

Whenever creation is discussed in the ÚËstra, Brahman is presented as 
the cause from which everything has come, by which everything is sustained 
and into which it resolves. Therefore, everything is Brahman. This is 
taÖastha-lakÛaÙa. 

It is important to understand that Brahman itself has not undergone any 
change whatsoever to be this world. Because the world is mithyË. Anything 
you analyse reveals itself to be only a name and form which is reducible to 
another name and form which again has its being in something else. 

SATYA MUST BE UNDERSTOOD TO UNDERSTAND 
MITHY¼ 

A Buddhist will claim that, if you continue analysing like this, you will 
end up in non-existence. The conclusion will be that the world has its cause 
in the non-existent and the discovery that I am that non-existent is nirvËÙa. 
NirvËÙa means extinguishing everything. This is the Buddhistic approach. 
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But we do not mean that. The discovery here is that, I am the only 
satya, the only reality. Even though the Buddhistic analysis of mithyË looks 
the same, it is not; because mithyË is truly mithyË only when satya is 
appreciated. Otherwise mithyË becomes satya, a reality. MithyË is defined as 
anything that has no independent existence, no basis of its own. So by the 
very definition there is no such thing as mithyË without satya. Even though 
one may say the world is mithyË, he cannot appreciate it as such unless he 
appreciates satya. When the clay is appreciated as the truth of the pot, the 
pot is appreciated as mithyË. So only in the wake of the appreciation of satya 
does mithyË  become clear.  

TWO TYPES OF MATERIAL CAUSE—PARIÈ¼MI-UP¼D¼NA-
K¼RAÈA AND VIVARTA-UP¼D¼NA-K¼RAÈA 

SatyaÑ jÕËnam anantaÑ brahma is the svarÍpa of ËtmË and at the 
same time is the cause of everything. A question now arises whether as the 
cause of everything it undergoes any type of change in becoming the world? 
Further, does it have any other material apart from itself with which it 
creates the world? The ÚËstra makes it very clear that Brahman is satya and 
the jagat, the world is mithyË. This being so, the world is non-separate from 
Brahman and so Brahman is the material cause. Here a problem arises. 
½Úvara, Brahman with reference to the creation, is both nimitta-kËraÙa, the 
efficient cause and upËdËna-kËraÙa, the material cause. We can understand, 
that there is an ½Úvara who is all-knowing and so on, who is the efficient 
cause. But how can he be the material cause, for any material cause 
undergoes change? If the Lord himself is the material cause then he must 
undergo a total change to become space, air and so on. 

VIVARTA-UP¼D¼NA-K¼RAÈA  
Here we have to make a very careful note. When we say Brahman is 

the upËdËna-kËraÙa of this jagat, we mean it as vivarta- upËdËna-kËraÙa. 
This is one particular word I have not unfolded so far. Vivarta- upËdËna-
kËraÙa is different from simple upËdËna-kËraÙa. UpadËna is the material 
and as a material, generally we would expect that it undergoes a change to 
become the effect. This is what we commonly understand as upËdËna-
kËraÙa. This is called pariÙËmi-upËdËna-kËraÙa. It undergoes a change. 
The example generally given to illustrate this is of the milk turning into 
yoghurt. Milk was sweet and liquid; now it is sour and semisolid. It has 
undergone some change. No doubt milk is the upËdËna-kËraÙa for the 
yoghurt, but the yoghurt is definitely not in the form of milk. The milk, 
which is the upËdËna-kËraÙa has undergone a change to become yoghurt.  

Similarly if the Lord, is understood to be the upËdËna-kËraÙa, one may 
think that perhaps he also undergoes some change to become this jagat!—
that is perhaps as pariÙËmi-upËdËna-kËraÙa, he has indeed become the 
world, and as the material cause, must have undergone a change. If he has 
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undergone a change, he is no longer in his original form. Therefore all that is 
here now is the world. Where is the Lord? There is no Lord at all! This is an 
argument raised by some people to negate the Lord being the upËdËna-
kËraÙa.  

This is too simplistic! The Lord, no doubt, is the material cause, 
upËdËna-kËraÙa. But he is not the pariÙËmi-upËdËna-kËraÙa. He is the 
vivarta-upËdËna-kËraÙa. That is, without undergoing any change he is the 
upËdËna-kËraÙa.  This kind of upËdËna-kËraÙa is called vivarta-upËdËna-
kËraÙa. 

The definition of vivarta is, sva-svarÍpa-aparityËgena-
rÍpa-antara-ËpattiÒ— assuming another form without giving up one's own 
nature.  An example is your own dream world. There you are the nimitta-
kËraÙa; and you are the upËdËna-kËraÙa. Without undergoing any intrinsic 
change, without giving up its svarÍpa, ËtmË has become the world in the 
dream. There is the subject; there is an object; there is an action. All the 
kËrakas are involved. A kËraka is anything connected to an action. 
Relationships are also included like, this is my house, this is my son etc. All 
these take place there without bringing about any intrinsic change in the 
ËtmË.   ¼tmË, pure consciousness alone is in the form of this dream. As in 
the dream, so it is in this waking state. 

When we say the Lord is upËdËna-kËraÙa for the creation, we mean it 
as vivarta- upËdËna-kËraÙa. It is like the rope, which, without undergoing 
any change, becomes the basis for the snake that is seen. Rope is 
vivarta-upËdËna-kËraÙa for the snake.  

PARIÈ¼MI-UP¼D¼NA-K¼RAÈA—M¼Y¼ 

Since Brahman itself cannot undergo any change in order to be the 
cause of this creation it must have some upËdhi which is as good as the 
creation. If the creation is mithyË, there must be an upËdhi which is equally 
mithyË. That upËdhi, we call mËyË, the upËdhi for Brahman to be ½Úvara, 
the creator. We can now say, from this standpoint, that ½Úvara has undergone 
a change to become this jagat. From the standpoint of mËyË-upËdhi we call 
½Úvara the pariÙËmi-upËdËna-kËraÙa.  

When we look at ½Úvara, Brahman, as the cause of everything, it is as 
vivarta-upËdËna-kËraÙa. That ½Úvara you are. When I say that you are that 
½Úvara, I mean ½Úvara as as vivarta-upËdËna-kËraÙa. When we talk about 
the world as non-separate from ½Úvara it is ½Úvara that has become space, air 
and so on. Here we look at ½Úvara from the standpoint of the mËyË-upËdhi 
which has undergone all the change. When we say Brahman, besides being 
the nimitta-kËraÙa, the efficient cause, he is upËdËna-kËraÙa, the material 
cause, what we mean is that, Brahman is the vivarta-upËdËna-kËraÙa. And 
because of vivarta-upËdËna-kËraÙatva alone, it is possible to appreciate 
ËtmË as sat-cit-ËnandaÑ brahma.  
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One high school teacher once told me that ÉaÔkara said that God 
became the world. In the beginning there was God and then he created the 
world out of himself. So God became the world. And now there is no God. It 
is exactly like making idli out of rice. The rice is gone; only idli is there. 
Later, I repeated this as ÉaÔkara’s philosophy to someone and he laughed so 
hard that I knew that there was some mistake in what I had said. But I didn't 
know what the mistake was and he didn't correct me either. 

It is obvious. The mistake is that God is taken as pariÙËmi-upËdËna-
kËraÙa, a material cause that undergoes a change. We require the technical 
term, ‘vivarta’, to understand this. Once we say Brahman is 
vivarta-upËdËna-kËraÙa, Brahman remains as Brahman. That alone will 
work. SatyaÑ jÕËnam anantaÑ brahma always remains the same. Its 
svarÍpa being what it is, it cannot undergo any change. 

To understand the non-dual nature of Brahman, that there is nothing 
beyond Brahman and that the creation is not different from Brahman, this 
kËraÙa-kËrya-vËda, discussion of cause-effect is the set-up. Through this 
one understands that all that is here is Brahman and I am not other than that 
Brahman.  
 
 

 


